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PT effectiveness action plan

• Definition of effective
• PT effectiveness action plan
• PT Leadership Forum
• PT Infrastructure Guidelines working group
• Aim to reduce costs to industry and make PT more effective.

The guidelines

• Principle based guidelines
• How to 'code of practice'
• Online case studies

ACCESSIBLE
Case studies of collaboration
New public transport infrastructure guidelines will draw upon recent collaborative success.

Requirements for Urban Buses
- Requirements for urban buses developed in collaborative cross sector manner.
- Bus fleets become transferable within NZ.
- Procurement costs for new buses have been reduced.

Kassel kerb
- Improved kerb system that reduced wear and tear and increases accessibility.
- Trials in Auckland demonstrate effectiveness.
- Knowledge gained is shared with other local authorities.
- Kerbs now available to the rest of New Zealand

Dunedin bus shelters
- Collaboration saved approximately $575,000 on the provision of new bus shelters.
- District plan changed to allow the installation of street furniture as permitted activity.
- Replacement of bus shelters was faster and at lower cost.